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Executive Summary  

The current document, entitled “Technical, Operational and Interoperability Specifications”, 

presents our proposed methodology for extracting technical requirements for the GLASS solution 

and as such, documents the preliminary effort undertaken within the context of T3.2 “ Technical, 

Operational and Interoperability Requirement Analysis”.  To that end, we thoroughly document the 

list of derived requirements, involved roles and finer details, while also grouping the requirements 

in proper conceptual categories. We also provide a list of non-functional requirements, 

complementing the technical requirements of the GLASS solution and we map the technical 

requirements to components of our proposed conceptual architecture, as well as to use cases. We 

additionally map the technical requirements to the corresponding functional requirements 

documented in D3.1 - “Cases definition & End-user Requirements Analysis”. Moreover, we present 

a high-level architecture for GLASS, presenting all necessary components and subcomponents and 

illustrate some core interactions among them via activity diagrams. 
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Introduction  

Purpose of the document 

The goal of this document is threefold. Firstly, it aims to document the technical and non-functional 

requirements of the proposed approach of GLASS. The requirements themselves will be thoroughly 

described with finer details. Secondly, this document will properly map the technical requirements 

to the functional requirements which have been presented in depth in D3.1 – “Cases definition & 

End-user Requirements Analysis”, while also listing the non-functional requirements. Thirdly, this 

document will thoroughly present the high-level architecture of the project, the components and 

subcomponents comprising it, as well as relations among them, via illustration of basic workflows 

which will serve as building blocks for the project’s implementation. The contributions of this 

document, as well as the ones from D3.1 – “Use Cases definition & End-user Requirements Analysis” 

and D3.3 – “Distributed Data sharing Model” are rather important, because they set the 

requirements that will drive the technical implementation and overall solution delivered by the 

GLASS project. 

Context and Motivation 

The motivation behind the documentation provided by this document is to complement the 

requirement analysis of WP3, so that the implementation of GLASS can take all these requirements 

into consideration, while ensuring the delivery of a robust solution. Additionally, it should be 

stressed that the requirements are meant to be adapted, based on an incremental update model, 

to ensure both the requirements and the solution reflect the latest state of development. Finally, 

the presentation of the high-level architecture will serve as a main source of integration and 

interactivity workflows between components. In other words, it will serve as an initial guide for all 

responsible partners, throughout the development of their solutions. It will also contribute towards 

the extended version of the structural and operational architecture of GLASS which is to be 

presented in D3.4 – “GLASS Architecture”. 

Structure of the document 

This document is divided into the following sections: 

 
Table 1: Breakdown of document structure. 

Section Description 

1. Working Methodology In this section, we are going to present the methodology we utilized to 
properly extract the documented requirements for the infrastructure of 
GLASS, while also mentioning relations to other deliverables which 
were used as additional input for this document. 

2. GLASS Technical 
Requirements 

In this section, we are going to present the list of technical requirements 
the GLASS solution needs to address. The technical requirements 
themselves are numbered and correlated to specific 
aspects/components of the proposed solution as well, to accommodate 
their grouping. 

3. GLASS Vertical 
Technical Requirements 

In this section, we are going to present the list of vertical technical 
requirements the GLASS solution needs to address. The vertical 
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Section Description 

requirements are complementary to the technical requirements 
presented in section 2. However, they are required in general as 
technical aspects of the technical solution, hence their verticality. 

4. Non-functional 
Requirements 

In this section, we are going to present the list of non-functional 
requirements. They are more behavioural and measure quality aspects 
of the overall approach, but they are equally as important. 

5. Technical Requirements 
Mapping to 
Components, Use cases 
and Functional 
Requirements 

In this section, we are going to present the mapping of the technical 
requirements to components, use cases and the functional 
requirements documented in D3.1 – “Cases definition & End-user 
Requirements Analysis”. 

6. Glass High Level 
Components 

In this section, we are going to present the high-level architecture of 
GLASS. The components, subcomponents, and interactions between 
them will be described and their interactions will be further illustrated 
through basic workflows which will serve as building blocks for the 
overall implementation. 

7. Conclusions This section concludes the document and summarizes its content. 
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1.  Working Methodology 

1.1. Technical Requirements Engineering 

The extraction of technical requirements is a crucial task that guides the technical implementation 

and integration of components, towards the realization of the full GLASS solution. Aside from the 

general requirements GLASS needs to cover when compared to ecosystems managing sensitive 

information, it also needs to take into consideration the requirements of the stakeholders which 

are going to comprise this ecosystem (in other words, the pilot requirements get translated into 

technical requirements). To that end, we adopted a general methodology which borrows certain 

elements and aspects from the agile methodology (for example, iteratively updating the 

requirements and specifications as the implementation of the GLASS solution evolves), which 

ensures that general and stakeholders’ requirements are taken into consideration, both for the 

architectural design of our proposed approach, and throughout the technical implementation. The 

aforementioned methodology and its stages can be seen in the figure below (Figure 1): 

 

 

Figure 1: Technical requirements extraction methodology. 

 

The technical requirements were extracted by utilizing our proposed methodology, which consists 

of the following steps: 

• We utilized the list of user requirements from T3.1, “Use Cases Definition & User 

Requirements”, and the corresponding D3.1, “Use Cases definition & End-user 

Requirements Analysis”. This input helps to define non-functional and technical 

requirements based on the respective functional requirements documented in D3.1. 

• We generated a list of technical requirements that are indirectly enforced by the modules 

described in the DoA. Some modules play a central role in the GLASS solution and as such 

impose technical requirements which must be met. 

• We conducted research on SotA (both in literature, functional and successful market 

implementations) for technologies, frameworks and tools needed in all bits and pieces of 
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the technical solution and based on those, extracted general technical requirements which 

should be covered by the solution to ensure SotA status in its design. 

• We communicated with the pilots and their experience with similar systems to extract 

technical requirements oriented towards interoperability. 

• We invited technical partners in internal calls to present relevant technologies to make our 

understanding of the requirements much clearer. 

• We conducted a thorough analysis of the requirements. 

• We classified the technical requirements into conceptual categories, which correspond to 

key components of the proposed solution. 

• We prioritized the technical requirements in such a way that the prioritization of the 

technical requirements correlated to respective functional requirements maintain scores 

reflecting the prioritization of the functional requirements themselves. This is particularly 

important, as we do not want to contradict the respective functional requirement analysis 

of D3.1. 

• Based on the above analysis, we defined the core functionalities as well as the horizontal 

and vertical requirements of our proposed solution. 

• We derived the technical specifications from the core functionalities defined in the form of 

horizontal and vertical requirements. 

• We communicated in bilateral calls with technical partners to refine the first iteration of 

the requirements list. 

• We utilized this list of technical requirements to propose a draft conceptual architecture 

which can serve as the basis of the eventual architecture of the GLASS solution. 

• We carefully mapped the technical requirements to components of the proposed 

architecture. 

• Using the mappings between technical requirements and components, we identified the 

potential interdependencies and interoperability actions. 

• Based on the proposed conceptual architecture, we defined major representative 

workflows among components, which illustrate core functionality and interoperability. 

• We presented our findings during a technical meeting by the end of M5 to the entire 

consortium, as well as technical meetings on M6 and M7. 

• On M9, we reviewed and refined the technical requirements list, as well as their 

prioritization. These actions were assisted by contributions from partners UPAT, S5, PDM 

and ENU. 

In order to facilitate the requirement engineering process, we separate the technical requirements 

into categories, which represent general components and/or aspects of critical important to the 

GLASS solution. More specifically, we distinguish the following categories: 

• Identity management. These requirements cover all aspects of how identity management 

is being handled throughout the GLASS ecosystem. 

• Wallet as a Service (WaaS). These requirements cover all needs the wallet of the solution 

should meet. While these requirements seem to only involve that component alone, it 
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should be noted that the wallet is one of the most crucial and central elements of the GLASS 

solution and, as such, guides the implementation of other components around it. 

• Access Control. These requirements cover all needs to proper authorization control, 

enforcement of policies and group key management mechanisms. 

• Transaction Management (DLT): These requirements cover all needs for secure 

transactions, recording, safe exchanges between actors, policies enforcement and general 

requirements the Blockchain infrastructure should address. These requirements are 

specific to data that are used for transactions and not for data that are to be persisted in 

the blockchain. 

• Authentication & Authorization. These requirements involve all the needs for 

authentication and authorization of actors, when taking certain actions throughout the 

ecosystem. 

• Secure on and off Chain Data Management. These requirements involve the technical 

needs of storing data inside the decentralized network (and, more specifically into IPFS, 

since documents themselves should not be stored on the blockchain itself for a number of 

reasons) and out of it. These requirements do not cover transaction data, which are 

addressed by the Transaction Management category. 

• Dapp Design. These requirements involve what needs the technical design of the dapps of 

the ecosystem need to take into consideration. 

• Endorsement and Validation. These requirements involve technical requirements about 

validating identities and ensuring private information is not written into the blockchain 

(which is public) yet does not hinder data exchange among stakeholders. 

• Vertical technical requirements. It is a special category, which represents the technical 

requirements which guide the overall approach of GLASS and are not tied directly to a single 

aspect or component. As these requirements are not strictly systemic but correspond to 

GLASS functionality that is shared among components, these requirements were not 

categorized as non-functional. 

1.2. Relation to other deliverables 

This document is very closely related to the outcomes of the deliverables of WP2 – “GLASS 

eGovernance Methodology and Ecosystem Definition”. More, specifically, the documented content 

takes into consideration of the input of D2.1 – “SotA Report & GLASS legal framework”, D2.2 – 

“GLASS EU legal framework”, D2.3 – “Government to ALL Specification list” and D2.5 – “Business & 

Sustainability strategy & Adoption Plan”. Additionally, it complements the requirement analysis of 

WP3 – “eGovernment Paradigm Specifications & Architecture analysis” and, more specifically, D3.1 

– “Use Cases definition & End-user Requirements Analysis” and D3.3 – “Distributed Data sharing 

Model”. D3.1, D3.2 and D3.3 are particularly important in their documentation content, as they set 

the requirements which will drive the technical implementation and overall solution delivered by 

the GLASS project. 
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2. Glass Technical Requirements 

This section presents the list of technical requirements the GLASS solution needs to address. In 

order to make it easier to browse through them, they have unique identifiers and are separated 

into requirements per component/aspect of the overall solution. Each requirement has extra 

details that illustrate the needs it covers or additional information of how it could be achieved from 

a technical point of view, as well as the user roles involved in it. These groups of users are presented 

below: 

• Identity Management 

• Wallet as a Service (WaaS) 

• Access Control 

• Transaction Management (DLT) 

• Authentication and Authorization 

• Secure on and off Chain Data Management 

• Dapp design 

• Endorsement and Validation 

2.1. Identity Management 

ID TR_IM_1 

Title GLASS should support Decentralized Identities (DIDs) 

User Role All 

Description In order to uniquely identify all actors throughout the GLASS ecosystem and, more 
specifically, the nested dapp architecture, it is important to support Decentralized 
Identities (DIDs)1. Additionally, it is important to support the management of multiple 
identities, in order to maximize flexibility during usage for end users, as well as 
support certain actions such as anonymous transactions. 

 

2.2. Wallet as a Service (WaaS) 

ID TR_WAAS_1 

Title Uniquely identify actors with Unified Digital Identity Device – UDID. 

User Role All 

Description Each wallet holder needs to be uniquely identified. To that end, the UDID generated 
through user input needs to always be deterministic, yet also ensure that only the 
holder can generate it. Similar to DIDs, it is important to support the management of 
multiple identities. Finally, the sharding (achievable with techniques such as Shamir’s 
Secret Sharing) of the UDID is necessary for additional security. The UDID itself can 
be mapped to any other identifier of the user for easier Single Sign-On access (e.g., 
biometric fingerprint). 

 
1 https://www.w3.org/TR/did-core/ 
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ID TR_WAAS_2 

Title eGovernance dapp to support basic evidences business logic (built-in into the 
wallet). 

User Role All 

Description In order to support core functionalities regarding evidence management for actors of 

the ecosystem, it is necessary to provide a specialized eGovernance dapp to handle 

all aspects of such operations. Features the eGovernance dapp needs to cover 

include: 

• Generation of DID as eGovernance identity. 

• Management of Self Sovereign data related to eGovernance Identity. 

• Production of Self Sovereign evidence, that can be validated against 

repository of trusted identities/DIDs. 

• Exposes nested dapp, with dapps within a single hierarchy having common 

functionality aspects. 

 

ID TR_WAAS_3 

Title Dapp market to install/manage new dapps for all the services provided. 

User Role All 

Description Complementary to the eGovernance dapp, the wallet of GLASS needs to have one 

more core dapp with a specialized role: the dapp marketplace. This dapp will be 

responsible for supporting the search of dapps existing throughout the ecosystem, 

listing, categorization, installation mechanisms etc. 

 

ID TR_WAAS_4 

Title Querying dapp API. 

User Role All 

Description In order to query a wallet for information, a querying dapp API needs to be provided, 
as part of the core functionality of the GLASS wallet. This API needs to support the 
nested dapp architecture, in order to obtain information about the holder in arbitrary 
dapp depth. Additionally, as the extracted information could contain sensitive data, 
the query results will be encrypted and temporarily stored into IPFS, with an 
expiration key offered to the requester, as this will ensure private information will 
not be leaked. 

 
ID TR_WAAS_5 

Title Bridged access to native APIs to be consumed by other dapps when necessary, 
between the dapps and the wallet. 

User Role All 
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ID TR_WAAS_5 

Description Native integration to other dapps via features through a permissioned environment. 

 
ID TR_WAAS_6 

Title Nested dapp architecture (wallet, documents business logic dapps, third party 
dapps, dapp marketplace etc.). 

User Role All 

Description A key aspect that maximizes flexibility is the provision of a seamless dApp 
environment where one app may include other dapps, yielding a nested dapp 
architecture. This goes one step further, due to the potential for nested querying 
dapp capabilities offered out of the box by the wallet of the solution. 

 
ID TR_WAAS_7 

Title Implement audit tools for the wallet. 

User Role All   

Description Exposing interfaces that will allow accredited actors to inspect the transactions 
performed for certain ecosystems to detect transactions matching certain criteria. 

 
ID TR_WAAS_8 

Title Key management component for the wallet. 

User Role All   

Description The wallet of the GLASS solution provides a nested dapp architecture, as explained in 

TR_WAAS_6. However, this implies the necessity of a key management component 

for each dapp in the nested dapp architecture (all of which are being managed by the 

key management component of the root wallet/dapp). More specifically, the 

following requirements need to be met: 

• The wallet (as all dapps) stores the keys it manages, and which give it access 

to the respective dapps which also may store keys to other dapps, etc. 

• Each of these keys acts as source of DID for each dapp. 

• The wallet dapp will use a key sharding algorithm on its own key and ‘root’ 

dapps keys. 

 

2.3. Access Control 

ID TR_AC_1 

Title Access control at RESTful/API level. 

User Role All 

Description Access control is the step that is executed for every request after authentication and 
is necessary to ensure the proper protection of resources. When an actor sends a 
request to a component’s API, access control is responsible for applying proper 
policies based on a combination of attributes of both the requester and the 
environment. That way, fine-grained control is ensured. 
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ID TR_AC_2 

Title Access control at DLT level. 

User Role All 

Description This requirement is the corresponding one for the DLT level (compared to TR_AC_1). 
While RESTful APIs can be protected as described above, the same fine-grained 
control needs to be managed at the DLT level. In other words, all smart contracts 
should enforce the Single Sign On principle as well as appropriate access control 
techniques at the start of their execution to prevent unauthorized execution of smart 
contracts. 

2.4. Transaction Management (DLT) 

ID TR_TM_1 

Title Blockchain Roles, Membership Definition and Access Control - Multiple operation 
levels. 

User Role All 

Description The blockchain infrastructure of GLASS is a core level, which offers complex 
functionalities. Regardless of the choice of blockchain technology, a number of 
components are needed at this level. The following components/features are 
necessary for the blockchain: 

• Permissioned blockchain. 
• Peers. A special member of the blockchain, which installs chaincode (see next 

bullet point) and hosts the ledger. Peers are essential to the Hyperledger 
Fabric ecosystem. 

• Organisations. A selected number of peers which belong to a group. 
Numerous organisations make up the network and, together, form a 
consortium. 

• Orderer. An entity which receives transactions from peer applications and 
updates the ledger. Required for recording all transactions. 

• Certificate authority. An entity which assigns an identity to each peer.  
• MSP. An entity which validates the identity of each participant in the 

network. CA (Central Authority) and MSP are both required to ensure only 
trusted/authenticated participants join the ledger. 

• Chaincode. Chaincode are blockchain programs which run autonomously 
and perform actions as defined by the developer. Required to operate the 
Hyperledger Fabric ecosystem. 

• Mapping of nodes/organisations (in real-world scenarios) to the roles and 
members defined in the DLT ecosystem.  

For GLASS, the need of at least three (3) channels can be identified: (i) the public 
channel (shared among all participants of GLASS and needed to view publicly 
available data and metadata), (ii) the trusted channel (to store access policies, 
management and other necessary information for the administrators and 
moderators of GLASS, only such stakeholders should have access to this part) and (iii) 
the private channel (which enables only a subset of stakeholders participate in it).  
 
It is important to note that, depending on the needs of GLASS, multiple private 
channels can exist. For example, every dapp deployed in GLASS could utilize a 
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ID TR_TM_1 

different private channel. Based on the fine-grained access level, even hierarchical 
private channels could exist (for example, a private channel C1 allowing all 
stakeholders of dapp A and dapp B to view certain messages, and private channels 
C2 and C3 allowing only stakeholders of dapp A and dapp B respectively to have 
access).  

 

ID TR_TM_2 

Title Attribute-based encryption (ABE ) /key management component. 

User Role All 

Description Part of the data, metadata and general information of the GLASS ecosystem is going 
to be stored in IPFS, which sits right under the blockchain level. However, depending 
on the nature of the data, some sensitive information needs to be safely encrypted, 
so that only authorized stakeholders can access them. To that end, an encryption/key 
management components at the blockchain level is necessary. Regardless of 
ABE/symmetric key or hybrid key approach, a key escrow system is required to 
manage and issue keys. Such keys can be generated for tasks such as: 

• Encryption of data sent to a stakeholder. 

• Encryption of CID2 pointers to IPFS that the access pointer to a document 
unless the stakeholder is authorized to obtain it. 

• Encryption of data stored into IPFS. More specifically, when storing a 
document into IPFS, the data are encrypted, the encrypted data are stored 
into IPFS and the CID pointer to this information is also encrypted. This two-
step encryption ensures the data are safely stored, while even the pointer to 
them is encrypted, effectively allowing only authorized entities to even 
obtain the encrypted document. 

• Storage of sensitive documents which required ABE encryption to provide a 
more fine-grained access control when decrypting (e.g., medical records). 

 
 

ID TR_TM_3 

Title Management of Access Control policies at the DLT level. 

User Role All 

Description Apart from having a fine-grained access control with various attributes at the 
REST/API level, it is paramount to have the same at the DLT level. To that end, key 
provisioning for DLT data management, permissions in smart contracts, access to 
specific blockchains channels and peer nodes, are all going to be enforced at the DLT 
level. In order to safely store and manage this information, a special part of the 
blockchain will be reserved for the task, namely the trusted channel of the 
blockchain. This channel is crucial, as it will allow only trusted stakeholders and peer 

 
2 A CID is basically a label that is used to point to content stored in IPFS. See also: 

https://docs.ipfs.io/concepts/content-addressing/ 
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ID TR_TM_3 

nodes to hold and manage this information. Effectively, it is going to be a space for 
the administrators and moderators of GLASS. 

 

ID TR_TM_4 

Title Arbiter component. 

User Role System Operator 

Description Despite GLASS solution offering a powerful and flexible environment for citizens to 
manage their evidence, it is possible for a citizen to opt out of the experience, 
removing themselves from the ecosystem entirely: this is the enforcement of the 
right to be forgotten. However, due to the multiple layers of encryption, security and 
fine-grained access controls at all levels with various attributes, completely removing 
all documents traced back to a citizen who wishes to be removed is complicated, let 
alone the implications of the once-only principle3 when deleting such documents. The 
arbiter component is a component that resides at the blockchain level and is 
responsible exactly for that: supervising the process of carefully decrypting the 
pointers to the user’s documents and deleting the documents themselves, ensuring 
that the entire process runs smoothly. The arbiter is also responsible for notifying the 
user about the operation status after the whole pipeline has run. 

 

ID TR_TM_5 

Title Record all transactions. 

User Role All 

Description Due to the sensitive nature of the data exchanged within the GLASS ecosystem, it is 
important to protect the evidence of the stakeholders participating. However, for 
immutability, transparency and auditability purposes, all transactions need to be 
recorded. Edge cases exist in scenarios whereby Article 17 of the GDPR (right to be 
forgotten) is applicable and, consequently, transactions need to be recorded in an 
anonymous fashion if stored in the blockchain, otherwise a mechanism needs to be 
enforced to erase such sensitive data if any personally identifiable information is 
stored. Our efforts in the GLASS solution focus on the former approach. Finally, CIDs 
in IPFS are used to record and locate transactions given the fact that it is 
fundamentally a hash of the data. The hash is anonymous and one cannot use it to 
derive the content itself - only locate it. 

 

ID TR_TM_6 

Title Blockchain Smart Contract for Policy Enforcement and Certification Activities. 

 
3 As a quick reminder to the reader, the once-only principle means that, through IPFS, all documents are 

stored only once (we exclude replicas for high availability). This means that if user A has shared a document 

D to user B, both users have a pointer to the same document D. Which raises the question: what happens to 

user B when he tries to access document D after user A has enforced their right to be forgotten? 
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ID TR_TM_6 

User Role All 

Description Throughout the GLASS ecosystem there is a need for fine grained access control both 
at the REST/API level and at the blockchain level. Also, the issuing of authentication 
certificates requires even more careful handling. To that end, special smart contracts 
need to be deployed into the blockchain to undertake this task. More specifically, 
those smart contracts need to cover the following aspects: 

• Secure management of verification policies. 

• Allow regulatory organizations (such as consultants for safety assessments) 
to request access to the attestation state of each deployed device, 
verification of systems that have been extensively checked and attested 
against safety-critical properties. 

• Contract deployment when some predefined conditions are satisfied 
(programmable automatic smart contracts). 

• Enable data ownership safeguarding (privacy by design), data provenance 
and sovereignty checking and trusted consent management, while respecting 
prevailing GDPR legislation. 

 

ID TR_TM_7 

Title Blockchain Consensus 

User Role - 

Description A key aspect of a blockchain is the design of general consensus. The choice of 
consensus depends on aspects such as: 

• Selection of consensus algorithms and operational nodes for block mining. 

• Membership authentication, within the set of supply chain stakeholders, 
assuming untrustworthy requesting partners can be included. 

• Options to consider: PoW, PoS, PBFTs, PoA. 

• Focus on efficient, environmental friendly and fast consensus algorithm. 

 

ID TR_TM_8 

Title Blockchain Hash Function  

User Role - 

Description In order to properly store immutable information derived from actual transactions, 
the blockchain depends strongly on the utilization of a proper hash function to 
properly store immutable information derived from actual transactions. Its features 
include: 

• Secure and efficient hash function (SHA-256 and above). 

• Dependent on the blockchain chosen for the project (e.g., Fabric, Ethereum 
etc.), because each blockchain infrastructure has different requirements and 
design. 

• Merkle trees with efficient verification of block information through proper 
hash functions. 
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ID TR_TM_9 

Title Context broker and Blockchain Basic Components 

User Role All 

Description The basic components of the ledger include the block design – size of block, what 
information should be stored in the genesis block (e.g., policy, membership 
information) and normal blocks. Furthermore, blocks should at least support the 
ability of storing encrypted pointers (CIDs), encrypted information and public 
metadata.  Finally, we need to carefully consider the storage formats on the ledger 
for other information, such as policy parameters.  

 

ID TR_TM_10 

Title Blockchain Wallet for Trusted On- and Off-Chain Data and Knowledge Management 

User Role All 

Description The GLASS solution offers a powerful blockchain wallet, capable of trusted on-chain 
data and knowledge management, as well as off-chain to maximize flexibility for the 
participating stakeholders. The blockchain wallet requires the following conditions: 

• Each stakeholder needs to manage a wallet. 

• Handles basic ledger operation fees and digital transactions to other 
partners. 

• Implemented with trusted hardware for authentication and for dealing with 
privacy-preserving data and threat intelligence transactions. 

• Options to share information, without exposing sensitive information, but 
also without allowing malicious entities to hide their identities. 

2.5. Authentication & Authorization 

ID TR_AA_1 

Title Wallet authentication through Data Sharing Environments 

User Role User 

Description Wallets (and dapps) are Self Sovereign Applications. Under the principles of Self 
Sovereign Identities, knowing the key is owning the application, so no authentication 
through third party services is required. Authentication and authorization for 
accessing specific data should be possible even when data are sharded; GLASS should 
reconstruct the data and execution environments needed based on the SSIs of the 
users. 

 

ID TR_AA_2 

Title Authorization through Access Control (at RESTful/API level and at DLT level). 

User Role User 

Description Authorization of user will, dependent on the context of each dapp, take place at the 
application level via the appropriate REST controllers and/or at the blockchain level 
via the implementation of specially designed smart contracts.  
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2.6. Secure on and off Chain Data Management 

ID TR_DM_1 

Title Document encryption before storage. 

User Role All 

Description Document encryption is a vital feature our solution needs to support, for security, 
integrity and compliance with GDPR regulations. To that end, the following will be 
taken into consideration: 

• Initially, symmetric key encryption (AES) will be used for encryption of 
documents given the fact that it is considered secure and widely supported. 

• For documents to be stored in IPFS, the general work flow will be: 1) encrypt 
document; 2) add to IPFS and obtain CID; 3) encrypt/obfuscate CID and 4) 
store encrypted/obfuscated CID in blockchain to prevent external access. 

• Future work will investigate the use of ABE and/or a hybrid approach for 
more fine grain access control, as well as the use of time-based approaches 
for automatic deletion of data. 

• A key escrow solution may be required, regardless of approach taken, to 
store and manage cryptographic keys. 

• Document exchange between wallets utilizes encryption that is implemented 
at the client-side as a means to enable data self-sovereignty. 

 

ID TR_DM_2 

Title Storage of documents with different purposes, origins and lifecycle. 

User Role All 

Description Due to the flexible nature of the GLASS ecosystem, documents of different purposed, 
origins and lifecycle need to be supported. More specific categories of the 
aforementioned documents include: 

• Signed documents with credentials. 

• ABE encrypted documents. 

• CID protected documents and smart contracts. 

• Token-based pointers to documents within domain. 

• Storage of documents with RBAC within domain protection. 

2.7. Dapp design  

ID TR_DD_1 

Title Internal keys and identities management. 

User Role All 

Description The wallet solution for GLASS provides a convenient and advanced way for internal 
key and identity management in a completely nested dapp architecture. However, in 
order to achieve this, a number of requirements need to be met: 

• Dapps should support integration with the WaaS identity management to  
enable trusted communication with the WaaS trusted identities. 
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ID TR_DD_1 

• Dapps should provide services that can securely reconstruct data and 
execution environments from the data shards shared in the GLASS 
ecosystem.  

• Connection to the blockchain can be achieved through a gateway. Dapps 
should provide the connection profile which consists of the related identities 
which must be generated from the Identity management for the defined 
peers and users (e.g., Nodejs back-end, server side code). 

• Access to the Blockchain wallet should be provided to retrieve the identity 
information for the relevant peer/user to communicate with the chaincode 
API (e.g., Nodejs back-end, server-side code). 

• Default roles are read/write, read, and id (id means the key owned merely 
verifies the DSU exists and nothing else). 

 

ID TR_DD_2 

Title Permissioned/access control business logic. 

User Role All 

Description Role based access control where the key of the user defines their permissions: 

• First level of access control about the services should be provided by the 
dapp. Authorized users should interact with the related blockchain and IPFS 
services (Client Side). 

• Second level of access control should be achieved with the attribute-based 
access control which will be provided by Hyperledger Fabric. Every GLASS 
user must possess the unique certificate from Fabric Certificate Authority 
(CA) in order to interact with the relevant smart contract services (Server 
Side, Chaincode side). 

• Default roles are read/write, read, and id (id means the key owned merely 
verifies the DSU exists and nothing else). 

 

ID TR_DD_3 

Title Encrypted data at transit. 

User Role All 

Description All API communication is encrypted by default. 

 

ID TR_DD_4 

Title Different types of smart contracts to support the ecosystem. 

User Role All 

Description In order to meet the requirements of the GLASS solution, a number of smart contracts 
need to be implemented, covering all estimated aspects. Such types of smart 
contracts include: 
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ID TR_DD_4 

• Request to transact through the smart contract. 

• User authentication/authorization/verification. 

• Issuing, document, transaction smart contract. 

2.8. Endorsement and Validation 

ID TR_EV_1 

Title Evidence exchange without actual data exchange to ensure persistence of data 
ownership. 

User Role All 

Description By sharing only a permissioned key to the information over the information itself, 

persistence of data ownership is always ensured. 

 
ID TR_EV_2 

Title Allow certain public trusted actors/authorities to issue evidences. 

User Role All 

Description All actors can issue evidence, but only evidence from trusted actors/authorities can 

be trusted. It is up to each actor to decide who they trust. 
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3. Glass Vertical Technical Requirements 

 

In this section, we are going to present the list of the vertical technical requirements the GLASS 

solution needs to address. The vertical requirements are complementary to the technical 

requirements presented in section 2. However, they are required as technical aspects of the 

technical solution to extend the services and capabilities of the network. Hence, their verticality 

 
ID TR_V_1 

Title Evidence issuing capabilities. 

User Role All 

Description Special actors should be able to have evidence issuing capabilities throughout the 
GLASS ecosystem. Every wallet owner has issuing capabilities, but only some of them 
are trusted as proper issuing authorities. To that end, the administrators of the 
ecosystem will keep records of trusted wallets (wallets verified to issue evindence) 
with such capabilities and services of the ecosystem which depend on evidence can 
consult these records to verify the issuer’s trustworthiness. 

 

ID TR_V_2 

Title Analytics metadata monitoring. 

User Role All 

Description Analytics metadata such as access of parties/users/stakeholders, required data 
sources, execution time, payload, resources used, ranking of each transaction, 
transaction type should be monitored at the blockchain level, based on executed 
transactions. 

 
ID TR_V_3 

Title AI Data Schema Transformer should build on SotA algorithms - models 

User Role - 

Description The AI Data Schema Transformer will examine different existing AI pre-trained 
models such as: (i) GPT-2, (ii) RoBERTa, (iii) BERT, (iv) XLM, to offer interoperability 
and intercommunication among systems. The final choice of algorithms and models 
will be thoroughly documented, justifying the strengths and limitations of the 
decided approach. 

 

ID TR_V_4 

Title AI Data Schema Transformer model should be fine tuned to a Q&A module 

User Role - 

Description Pre-trained models perform specific tasks. For example, GPT2’s main function is Text-
Generation. To that end, the AI Data Schema Transformer model(s) of choice should 
be fine-tuned to a Q&A module as follows: 

• Change the main task Text-Generation to Q.A. 

• The questions should be the same for each user (for all the countries), for 
reasons of simplicity and better performance.  

• Questions will be given as input to the model are not similar to each other.  

• Answers (the translated field from an ID or some requested information from 
an ID) will be given to users.  
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ID TR_V_5 

Title Synthetic data generation for simulation of people. 

User Role - 

Description To train the GLASS AI model(s), we need to synthesize data which simulate persons. 
There are multiple ways of generating datasets through open source tools and AI 
approaches:  

• Online tools such as Mocharoo. 

• NodeJS tools such as Randromuser.me, json-schema-faker. 

• Python tools such as Faker, Mimesis. 

• AI driven approaches through pre-trained models such as GPT-2. 

 

ID TR_V_6 

Title Synthetic data to be generated for the training of the AI models. 

User Role - 

Description To train the GLASS AI model we will use the generated data. Such data should be: 

• Diverse and not reproducing names and numerical entries. 

• Similar to real entries for all the fields (names and numerical, such as IDs, 
Date of birth). 

• Large datasets (to simulate over 10.000 people from each country). 

• Anonymized so as to protect the privacy of users.  

 

ID TR_V_7 

Title Develop methods for evaluating the security of the model against known attacks on 
privacy 

User Role - 

Description Machine learning models are open to security attacks. Thus, methods should be 
developed to protect the trained GLASS model against various attack types. These 
methods should reflect on a given threat model. We will explore the potential of 
existing approaches conducting machine learning with encrypted data. That being 
said, it is possible we might opt for a compromise between perfect security in 
machine learning, since we need to take other factors into consideration, such as 
scalability, performance, computational power and so on. 

 

ID TR_V_8 

Title Develop the inference loop to serve the GLASS model(s). 

User Role - 

Description The trained GLASS model(s) should be able to be used by other systems in the 
GLASS framework/ecosystem which will seek to leverage its AI inference 
capabilities. Thus, preliminary work should be done in designing and setting up an 
API that enables the serving of the model in a production setting.  

 

ID TR_V_9 

Title 
Visualizations of transactions analytics. 

User Role All 
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ID TR_V_9 

Description 
The users of the GLASS platform should be allowed to view the analytics of the 
different transactions performed within the GLASS ecosystem through dedicated 
dashboards which will present information related to each transaction, following the 
rights of each user. For example users will be able to see information about their own 
transactions and transactions that fall within the access level of their role, but not of 
other transactions, which will be provided as aggregated information. In this sense, 
the users will be able to derive useful insights regarding the performance of each 
transaction. 

 

ID TR_V_10 

Title Searching capability of transactions analytics module. 

User Role All 

Description 
The transactions based analytics module should allow through its user interface the 
exploration of the performed transactions in the GLASS platform with the use of 
various filters (e.g., searching of transactions within a certain time period), always 
presenting results based on the access rights of each user. 

 

ID 
TR_V_11 

Title Optimization of performance of transactions analytics over distributed storage 
spaces  

User Role All 

Description 
As the transactions based analytics module will perform over distributed storage of 
data, which imposes intrinsic difficulties in the optimal performance of analytics 
processes, the necessary query data handling and machine learning algorithm should 
be employed to ensure that the accuracy and speed of analytics will not be 
compromised. 

 

ID TR_V_12 

Title The Distributed Browser Service Module shall enable searching information residing 
in the GLASS ecosystem 

User Role All 

Description The GLASS platform will accommodate the Distributed Browser Service Module 
which shall provide searching functionalities to the users to explore and navigate into 
their documents, applications and smart contracts in the distributed spaces of the 
GLASS platform. 

 

ID TR_V_13 

Title The Distributed Browser Service Module shall support advanced search capabilities 

User Role All 

Description 
The Distributed Browser Service Module should enable through its user interface the 
browsing of information based on the metadata of documents, smart contracts and 
applications that are stored in the distributed spaces of the GLASS platform. By these 
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ID TR_V_13 

means, the users will be able to perform advanced search processes and enhance 
their browsing experience in the GLASS platform with respect to their access rights. 

 

ID TR_V_14 

Title Access of the Distributed Browser Service Module only to allowed distributed spaces. 

User Role All 

Description The Distributed Browser Service Module should enable the users to search only in the 
distributed spaces of the GLASS platform where they are allowed to have access to, 
safeguarding in this way the corresponding access rights of the various nodes of the 
GLASS Blockchain Infrastructure. 

 

ID TR_V_15 

Title Optimization of searching performance over distributed storage spaces. 

User Role All 

Description As the Browser Service Module will operate over distributed storage of data, which 
imposes intrinsic difficulties in the optimal searching performance, the necessary 
querying techniques should be employed to ensure that the searching results will be 
provided quickly. 

 

ID TR_V_16 

Title Sensitive and private data should be shared and processed in a secure and reliable 
manner. 

User Role All 

Description The GLASS Platform should provide a collaborative privacy-aware framework for 
sharing and processing of sensitive and private data, where the data sharing and 
processing agreements between the interested stakeholders are based on the 
creation and signing of data contracts. 

 

ID 
TR_V_17 

Title Smart  contracts should protect control over data 

User Role All 

Description The data contracts that are signed between a data provider and a data consumer 
(interested stakeholders) do not contain the actual -related to the contract- data, but 
they should only grant access to this data that are stored in the GLASS distributed 
spaces, based on the respective agreements of the contract. In this sense, the control 
on the data is safeguarded and any unauthorized access to them is blocked. 
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4. Non-functional Requirements 

In this section, we are going to present the list of non-functional requirements. They are more 

behavioural and measure quality aspects of the overall approach, but they are as equally important. 

 
ID NFR_1 

Title Right to be forgotten. 

User Role All 

Description Personal data should be removed upon request. 

 

ID NFR_2 

Title Once-only principle. 

User Role All 

Description The cross-border collection and sharing of data across public sector organizations in 
EU, according to the EU laws and legislations of data protection.  

 
ID NFR_3 

Title Data encryption support. 

User Role All 

Description Support of encryption features and hybrid encryption of data at transit. 

 
ID NFR_4 

Title Data sharing features. 

User Role All 

Description Describe the data sharing features of the wallet and the general business logic 
around them. 

 
ID NFR_5 

Title Communication features. 

User Role All 

Description Direct communication functionalities between actors handling wallets (e.g., inbox, 
chats etc). 

 
ID NFR_6 

Title High availability. 

User Role All 

Description The ability of the system to operate continuously without failing. 

 

ID NFR_7 

Title Multiple login options for users. 

User Role All 

Description The user can login in the system using different methods, such as username, email, 
phone etc. 
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ID NFR_8 

Title Analytics to detect bottlenecks and frequently used smart contracts. 

User Role - 

Description The system provides diagnostic insights for the detection of bottlenecks and 
frequently used smart contracts. 

 
ID NFR_9 

Title High performance distributed machine learning for AI Data Schema Transformer. 

User Role - 

Description it is necessary to ensure high performance model training in a distributed 
environment, due to the demanding nature of SotA deep learning models, some of 
which will be employed by the AI Data Schema Transformer component, and due to 
the distributed nature of the GLASS solution.  

 
ID NFR_10 

Title Third-party interoperability. 

User Role - 

Description GLASS should be designed in such a way that third-party interoperability is not only 
allowed, but even encouraged. Third-party interoperability involves the utilization of 
general APIs offered by the GLASS solution, as well as the development of full stack 
third party dapps (blockchain level, smart contracts, UI), consequent deployment into 
the ecosystem and distribution via the GLASS marketplace. 

 
ID NFR_11 

Title Handling of documents and evidences of multiple formats (CSV, PDF, JSON, etc.) 

User Role All 

Description Due to the handling of heterogeneous data sources, it is important for GLASS to be 
able to handle documents and evidence of multiple formats. Core formats to take 
into consideration include CSV, PDF and JSON documents. 

 
ID NFR_12 

Title Easy to use, intuitive, responsive user interface. 

User Role All 

Description In order to be appealing to the stakeholders, GLASS should be easy to use, offering 
very intuitive and responsive user interfaces following well established usability 
standards (e.g., ISO 9241-210:2019). 

 
ID NFR_13 

Title Form validation to eliminate user input errors before the execution of workflows. 

User Role All 

Description Before workflows are executed, which require user input, it is important for GLASS to 
provide form validation to eliminate errors by user input. This will ensure only proper 
data are being stored, while also preventing cascading errors from appearing into the 
ecosystem. 
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ID NFR_14 

Title Logging/recording of all transactions and operations. 

User Role All 

Description For monitoring, auditing and completeness reasons, it is important for GLASS to 
record all transactions and operations. 

 
ID NFR_15 

Title Authentication and authorization of all actors participating before granting access. 

User Role All 

Description Due to the semi-sensitive nature of the documents hosted in the solution, it is 
important to always provide fine-grained access control. Consequently, all requests 
of stakeholders need to be always authenticated and authorized before granting 
them access. 

 
ID NFR_16 

Title Independent functionality of components. 

User Role - 

Description GLASS offers multiple functionalities, and its complexity is necessary to achieve the 
required workflows. However, in order to make maintenance as easy as possible, it is 
paramount for the solution to provide components with independent functionality, 
all of which will comprise an ecosystem of independent microservices. 

 

ID NFR_17 

Title Proper mechanisms to upgrade the system with minimal downtime. 

User Role - 

Description Due to its nature, GLASS needs to guarantee an almost 100% uptime, regardless of 
upgrades, errors etc. To that end, GLASS should have mechanisms in place, which 
enable the upgrading of the system with minimal downtime (3 hours at the most that 
can cover overnight deployments for all European countries). 

 
ID NFR_18 

Title Easy installation/onboarding process for participating actors. 

User Role All 

Description GLASS should make the installation and onboarding process for new stakeholders as 
easy as possible to gain traction as a solution.  

 
ID NFR_19 

Title Digital by default principle. 

User Role All 

Description A key feature of the GLASS solution is the enforcement of a digital by default scheme. 
This is one of the core initiatives for GLASS, as secure document exchange of digital 
evidence greatly simplifies bureaucratic procedures, while also ensuring much higher 
security standards. 

 

ID NFR_20 

Title Uphold GDPR regulations. 
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ID NFR_20 

User Role All 

Description The GLASS solution handles semi-sensitive documents of stakeholders and as such, 
should uphold GDPR regulations and protect the stakeholders’ privacy. 

 
ID NFR_21 

Title Compatibility with EBSI standard. 

User Role - 

Description The proposed GLASS solution will try to offer maximal compatibility to the EBSI 
standard. Conceptually, GLASS and EBSI can draw many parallels in terms of the 
components and overall architecture utilized. However, GLASS’s components try to 
address specific needs and, consequently, focus on different aspects. Maximal 
compatibility with EBSI will be pursued regardless. 

 

ID NFR_22 

Title Search of past transactions of stakeholders. 

User Role All 

Description Stakeholders should be able to trace their full history of transactions and interactions. 
This allows them to not only review past history and use the evidence of the 
transactions (unique identifiers) to verify an action and prove credibility, but also to 
visualize useful analytics. 

 

ID NFR_23 

Title Support of group transactions. 

User Role All 

Description The proposed solution needs to support group transactions. This means that, 
document exchange could involve more than two (2) stakeholders and, 
consequently, the GLASS implementation should foresee the handling of such 
interactions. The priority of adapting this requirement to the fullest will depend on 
the needs of the pilots, the progress of higher priority technical requirements and the 
eventual forming of the GLASS solution, since an alternative reduction of group 
transactions to simpler interactions could occur. 

 

ID NFR_24 

Title Reusability of smart contracts’ business logic, where possible. 

User Role All 

Description Smart contracts deployed into the solution need to utilize a reusable logic as much as 
possible, to avoid writing multiple copies of smart contracts with very small 
adaptations, while offering maximal flexibility. 
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5. Technical Requirements Mapping to 

Components, Use cases and Functional 

Requirements 

In this section, we are going to present the mappings of technical requirements. More specifically, 

we are going to show the mapping of technical requirements to both components (for a better 

overview of the components, you can inspect the presentation of the components in Section 6) ,use 

cases and functional requirements. Additionally, we are going to present a prioritization table of 

the technical requirements, based on a weighted calculation of the number of use cases they are 

present and the number of functional requirements they involve. 

5.1. Technical Requirements Mapping to Components 

 

Table 2 summarizes the mappings between technical requirements and GLASS components (for a 

description of the GLASS components, please refer to Section 6.1). 
 

Table 2: Technical requirements to components mapping. 

Technical 
requirement ID 

Component(s) involved 

TR_IM_1 Wallet as a Service (WaaS), Trusted Authority/Identification Management 

TR_WAAS_1 Wallet as a Service (WaaS), Trusted Authority/Identification Management 

TR_WAAS_2 Wallet as a Service (WaaS), eGovernance dapp 

TR_WAAS_3 Wallet as a Service (WaaS), dapp market 

TR_WAAS_4 Wallet as a Service (WaaS), Querying API 

TR_WAAS_5 Wallet as a Service (WaaS) 

TR_WAAS_6 Wallet as a Service (WaaS) 

TR_WAAS_7 Wallet as a Service (WaaS) 

TR_WAAS_8 Wallet as a Service (WaaS), Key Management 

TR_AC_1 Secure Gateway on the Fly, ABAC policies at RESTful/API level, API Gateway 

TR_AC_2 Blockchain/DLT, Access Control at DLT level 

TR_TM_1 Blockchain/DLT channels 

TR_TM_2 Blockchain/DLT, Key management and storage encryption services (trusted channel) 

TR_TM_3 Blockchain/DLT, Access Control at DLT level (trusted channel) 

TR_TM_4 Blockchain/DLT, Arbiter (trusted channel) 

TR_TM_5 Blockchain/DLT (public, trusted, private channels), Transactions Based Analytics 

TR_TM_6 Blockchain/DLT, Key management and storage encryption services (trusted 
channel), Collaborative privacy-aware framework (trusted channel) 

TR_TM_7 Blockchain/DLT 

TR_TM_8 Blockchain/DLT 

TR_TM_9 Blockchain/DLT 

TR_TM_10 Blockchain/DLT, Wallet as a Service (WaaS) 

TR_AA_1 Trusted authority/identification management, Wallet as a Service (WaaS) 
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Technical 
requirement ID 

Component(s) involved 

TR_AA_2 Secure Gateway on the Fly, ABAC policies at RESTful/API level, API Gateway 

TR_DM_1 Trusted authority/identification management, Hybrid encryption service, Key 
management and storage encryption services (trusted channel) 

TR_DM_2 IPFS 

TR_DD_1 Trusted authority/identification management, Key management and storage 
encryption services (trusted channel), Wallet key management 

TR_DD_2 Trusted authority/identification management, Key management and storage 
encryption services (trusted channel), Wallet key management, Access Control at 
DLT level (trusted channel), Secure Gateway on the Fly, ABAC policies at RESTful/API 
level, API Gateway 

TR_DD_3 Trusted authority/identification management, Secure Gateway on the Fly 

TR_DD_4 Blockchain/DLT 

TR_EV_1 Collaborative privacy-aware framework 

TR_EV_2 Trusted authority/identification management 

TR_V_1 All 

TR_V_2 Transactions Based Analytics 

TR_V_3 AI Data Schema Transformer, AI Data Schema Transformer API/interface, AI Data 
Schema Transformer Trained model 

TR_V_4 AI Data Schema Transformer, AI Data Schema Transformer API/interface, AI Data 
Schema Transformer Trained model 

TR_V_5 AI Data Schema Transformer, AI Data Schema Transformer API/interface, AI Data 
Schema Transformer Trained model 

TR_V_6 AI Data Schema Transformer, AI Data Schema Transformer API/interface, AI Data 
Schema Transformer Trained model 

TR_V_7 AI Data Schema Transformer, AI Data Schema Transformer API/interface, AI Data 
Schema Transformer Trained model 

TR_V_8 AI Data Schema Transformer, AI Data Schema Transformer API/interface, AI Data 
Schema Transformer Trained model 

TR_V_9 Transactions Based Analytics 

TR_V_10 Transactions Based Analytics 

TR_V_11 Transactions Based Analytics 

TR_V_12 Distributed Browser Service 

TR_V_13 Distributed Browser Service 

TR_V_14 Distributed Browser Service 

TR_V_15 Collaborative privacy-aware framework 

TR_V_16 Collaborative privacy-aware framework 

TR_V_17 Collaborative privacy-aware framework 
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5.2. Technical Requirements Mapping to Use Cases and Functional 
Requirements 

 

 

Table 3 gives the mappings of each technical requirement with the relevant use cases and functional 

requirements  
 

Table 3: Technical requirements to use cases and functional requirements. 

Technical requirement ID Use case(s) involved Functional requirement(s) involved 

TR_IM_1 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-01, R-02, R-03, R-05, R-06, R-07, R-08, R-09, R-10, R-
11, R-12, R-13, R-14, R-15, R-16, R-17, R-18, R-19, R-20, 
R-21, R-22, R-23, R-24, R-25, R-26, R-27, R-28, R-29, R-
30, R-31, R-32, R-33, R-106, R-107 

TR_WAAS_1 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-01, R-02, R-03, R-05, R-06, R-07, R-08, R-09, R-10, R-
11, R-12, R-13, R-14, R-15, R-16, R-17, R-18, R-19, R-20, 
R-21, R-22, R-23, R-24, R-25, R-26, R-27, R-28, R-29, R-
30, R-31, R-32, R-33, R-106, R-107 

TR_WAAS_2 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-44, R-46, R-47, R-48, R-49, R-50, R-51, R-52, R-53, R-
54, R-55, R-56, R-57, R-58, R-62, R-63, R-64, R-65, R-66, 
R-68, R-69, R-70, R-71, R-72, R-73, R-74, R-75, R-76, R-
77, R-79, R-80, R-81, R-82, R-83, R-84, R-85, R-86, R-87, 
R-91, R-99, R-100, R-102 

TR_WAAS_3 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-34, R-35, R-36, R-37, R-43, R-78, R-89, R-90, R-99, R-
100, R-102, R-105 

TR_WAAS_4 UC_2, UC_3 R-40, R-41, R-43, R-44, R-59, R-88, R-98, R-104 

TR_WAAS_5 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-40, R-41, R-43, R-44, R-49, R-50, R-51, R-52, R-53, R-
54, R-55, R-56, R-57, R-58, R-78, R-79, R-80, R-81, R-82, 
R-83, R-84, R-85, R-86, R-87, R-89, R-90, R-99, R-100, R-
102 

TR_WAAS_6 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-40, R-41, R-43, R-44, R-49, R-50, R-51, R-52, R-53, R-
54, R-55, R-56, R-57, R-58, R-78, R-89, R-90, R-99, R-
102 

TR_WAAS_7 - R-98 

TR_WAAS_8 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-05, R-06, R-07, R-08, R-09, R-10, R-11, R-12, R-13, R-
14, R-15, R-16, R-17, R-18, R-19, R-20, R-21, R-22, R-23, 
R-24, R-25, R-26, R-27, R-28, R-29, R-30, R-31, R-32, R-
33, R-109, R-110 

TR_AC_1 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-03, R-05, R-06, R-07, R-08, R-09, R-10, R-11, R-12, R-
13, R-14, R-15, R-16, R-17, R-18, R-19, R-20, R-21, R-22, 
R-23, R-24, R-25, R-26, R-27, R-28, R-29, R-30, R-31, R-
32, R-33, R-42, R-46, R-47, R-48, R-49, R-50, R-51, R-52, 
R-53, R-54, R-55, R-56, R-57, R-58, R-61, R-62, R-63, R-
64, R-65, R-66, R-70, R-71, R-72, R-73, R-74, R-75, R-76, 
R-77, R-79, R-80, R-81, R-82, R-83, R-84, R-85, R-86, R-
87, R-91, R-105 
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Technical requirement ID Use case(s) involved Functional requirement(s) involved 

TR_AC_2 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-03, R-05, R-06, R-07, R-08, R-09, R-10, R-11, R-12, R-
13, R-14, R-15, R-16, R-17, R-18, R-19, R-20, R-21, R-22, 
R-23, R-24, R-25, R-26, R-27, R-28, R-29, R-30, R-31, R-
32, R-33, R-42, R-46, R-47, R-48, R-49, R-50, R-51, R-52, 
R-53, R-54, R-55, R-56, R-57, R-58, R-61, R-62, R-63, R-
64, R-65, R-66, R-70, R-71, R-72, R-73, R-74, R-75, R-76, 
R-77, R-79, R-80, R-81, R-82, R-83, R-84, R-85, R-86, R-
87, R-91, R-105 

TR_TM_1 - R-36, R-37, R-38, R-39, R-42, R-99, R-100, R-109, R-110  

TR_TM_2 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-108, R-109, R-110 

TR_TM_3 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-03, R-05, R-06, R-07, R-08, R-09, R-10, R-11, R-12, R-
13, R-14, R-15, R-16, R-17, R-18, R-19, R-20, R-21, R-22, 
R-23, R-24, R-25, R-26, R-27, R-28, R-29, R-30, R-31, R-
32, R-33, R-42, R-46, R-47, R-48, R-49, R-50, R-51, R-52, 
R-53, R-54, R-55, R-56, R-57, R-58, R-61, R-62, R-63, R-
64, R-65, R-66, R-70, R-71, R-72, R-73, R-74, R-75, R-76, 
R-77, R-79, R-80, R-81, R-82, R-83, R-84, R-85, R-86, R-
87, R-91, R-105, R-109, R-110 

TR_TM_4 - R-25, R-26, R-27, R-28 

TR_TM_5 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-36, R-37, R-38, R-39, R-40, R-41, R-60, R-67 

TR_TM_6 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-05, R-06, R-07, R-08, R-09, R-10, R-11, R-12, R-13, R-
14, R-15, R-16, R-17, R-18, R-19, R-20, R-21, R-22, R-23, 
R-24, R-25, R-26, R-27, R-28, R-29, R-30, R-31, R-32, R-
33, R-42, R-46, R-47, R-48, R-49, R-50, R-51, R-52, R-53, 
R-54, R-55, R-56, R-57, R-58, R-61, R-62, R-63, R-64, R-
65, R-66, R-70, R-71, R-72, R-73, R-74, R-75, R-76, R-77, 
R-79, R-80, R-81, R-82, R-83, R-84, R-85, R-86, R-87,  R-
91, R-99, R-100, R-105, R-109, R-110 

TR_TM_7 - - 

TR_TM_8 - - 

TR_TM_9 - - 

TR_TM_10 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-34, R-35, R-36, R-37, R-45, R-49, R-50, R-51, R-52, R-
53, R-54, R-55, R-56, R-57, R-58 

TR_AA_1 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-01, R-02, R-03, R-05, R-06, R-07, R-08, R-09, R-10, R-
11, R-12, R-13, R-14, R-15, R-16, R-17, R-18, R-19, R-20, 
R-21, R-22, R-23, R-24, R-25, R-26, R-27, R-28, R-29, R-
30, R-31, R-32, R-33, R-46, R-79, R-80, R-81, R-82, R-83, 
R-84, R-85, R-86, R-87, R-109, R-110 

TR_AA_2 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-01, R-02, R-03, R-05, R-06, R-07, R-08, R-09, R-10, R-
11, R-12, R-13, R-14, R-15, R-16, R-17, R-18, R-19, R-20, 
R-21, R-22, R-23, R-24, R-25, R-26, R-27, R-28, R-29, R-
30, R-31, R-32, R-33, R-40, R-41, R-42, R-46, R-47, R-48, 
R-49, R-50, R-51, R-52, R-53, R-54, R-55, R-56, R-57, R-
58, R-61, R-62, R-63, R-64, R-65, R-66, R-70, R-71, R-72, 
R-73, R-74, R-75, R-76, R-77,  R-79, R-80, R-81, R-82, R-
83, R-84, R-85, R-86, R-87, R-91, R-105, R-109, R-110 

TR_DM_1 UC_1 UC_2, UC_3 R-36, R-37, R-38, R-39, R-108 
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Technical requirement ID Use case(s) involved Functional requirement(s) involved 

TR_DM_2 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-36, R-37, R-38, R-39, R-44, R-45, R-99, R-100, R-104 

TR_DD_1 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-03, R-05, R-06, R-07, R-08, R-09, R-10, R-11, R-12, R-
13, R-14, R-15, R-16, R-17, R-18, R-19, R-20, R-21, R-22, 
R-23, R-24, R-25, R-26, R-27, R-28, R-29, R-30, R-31, R-
32, R-33, R-47, R-48, R-49, R-50, R-51, R-52, R-53, R-54, 
R-55, R-56, R-57, R-58, R-109, R-110 

TR_DD_2 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-05, R-06, R-07, R-08, R-09, R-10, R-11, R-12, R-13, R-
14, R-15, R-16, R-17, R-18, R-19, R-20, R-21, R-22, R-23, 
R-24, R-25, R-26, R-27, R-28, R-29, R-30, R-31, R-32, R-
33, R-40, R-41, R-42, R-46, R-47, R-48, R-49, R-50, R-51, 
R-52, R-53, R-54, R-55, R-56, R-57, R-58, R-61, R-62, R-
63, R-64, R-65, R-66, R-70, R-71, R-72, R-73, R-74, R-75, 
R-76, R-77, R-79, R-80, R-81, R-82, R-83, R-84, R-85, R-
86, R-87, R-91, R-105, R-109, R-110 

TR_DD_3 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-36, R-37, R-38, R-39, R-108, R-109, R-110 

TR_DD_4 - R-36, R-37, R-38, R-39, R-49, R-50, R-51, R-52, R-53, R-
54, R-55, R-56, R-57, R-58, R-61 

TR_EV_1 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-108, R-109, R-110 

TR_EV_2 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-05, R-06, R-07, R-08, R-09, R-10, R-11, R-12, R-13, R-
14, R-15, R-16, R-17, R-18, R-19, R-20, R-21, R-22, R-23, 
R-24, R-25, R-26, R-27, R-28, R-29, R-30, R-31, R-32, R-
33, R-38, R-39, R-46 

TR_V_1 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-05, R-06, R-07, R-08, R-09, R-10, R-11, R-12, R-13, R-
14, R-15, R-16, R-17, R-18, R-19, R-20, R-21, R-22, R-23, 
R-24, R-25, R-26, R-27, R-28, R-29, R-30, R-31, R-32, R-
33, R-36, R-37, R-38, R-39, R-46 

TR_V_2 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-40, R-41 

TR_V_3 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-92 

TR_V_4 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-92 

TR_V_5 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-92 

TR_V_6 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-92 

TR_V_7 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-92 

TR_V_8 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-92 

TR_V_9 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-40, R-41 

TR_V_10 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-40, R-41 

TR_V_11 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-40, R-41 

TR_V_12 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-108, R-109, R-110 

TR_V_13 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-108, R-109, R-110 

TR_V_14 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-108, R-109, R-110 

TR_V_15 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-108, R-109, R-110 

TR_V_16 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-108, R-109, R-110 

TR_V_17 UC_1, UC_2, UC_3 R-108, R-109, R-110 
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5.3. Technical Requirements Prioritization 

Based on an adapted weighted sum of the number of use cases each technical requirement is 

involved in and the number of functional requirements it is involved in (compared to the overall 

number of functional requirements), the priority of technical requirements can be seen in Table 4.  

 

The functional requirements have a weight of 0.7 and the use cases involvement a weight of 0.3. 

The reason behind this is that, while the use case involvement is important, the importance, quality 

and quantity of functional requirements covered by each technical requirement affect its priority 

even more. 

 

For each technical requirement, the computation of its involvement score is rather complicated. An 

initial approach would be to count the number of functional requirements, the technical 

requirement it covers and then divide by the total number of functional requirements. While this 

will yield scores of “relative importance” among the technical requirements, it runs the risk of 

yielding a low score for a technical requirement, which is related to a few functional requirements 

of high priority. In other words, adopting such a naive approach means we run the risk of 

contradicting the prioritization of the functional requirements.  

 

To that end, the calculation of functional requirements involvement is adapted into a weighted 

sum, which takes into consideration the priority of the requirements involved (high priority 

functional requirements have a weight of 0.5, medium have a weight of 0.35 and low a weight of 

0.15), while the division involves the total number of functional requirement covered per technical 

requirement only. This means that the calculation scores yield a value of each technical 

requirement based on the percentage of low, medium and high priority functional requirements it 

has. Additionally, if a technical requirement lacks some of the priorities, the score of the lacking 

priority will be added, but only if at least one requirement of a higher priority exists (this is done to 

provide a bias towards a higher score in technical requirements which have higher priority 

functional requirements). To give the exact details, the complete calculation of this score is 

illustrated in the following flow chart (Figure 2): 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Functional requirements involved score for each technical requirement. Complete flowchart of branching calculations. 

  



 

 

Finally, the total score is displayed in a color indicating its score range (0-25%: red, 25-50%: yellow, 

50-75%: dimmed green, 75-100%: bright green): 

 
Table 4: Prioritization of technical requirements. 

Technical 
requirement 
ID 

Use case(s) 
involvement score 

Functional requirement(s) involved score 
Total score (*100) 

(0.3*UC+0.7*FR) 

TR_IM_1 1.0 0.863235294 90.42647 

TR_WAAS_1 1.0 0.863235294 90.42647 

TR_WAAS_2 1.0 0.860465116 90.23256 

TR_WAAS_3 1.0 0.861538462 90.30769 

TR_WAAS_4 0.66 0.883333333 81.63333 

TR_WAAS_5 1.0 0.696666667 78.76667 

TR_WAAS_6 1.0 0.685 77.95 

TR_WAAS_7 0.0 1.0 70 

TR_WAAS_8 1.0 0.864516129 90.51613 

TR_AC_1 1.0 0.860869565 90.26087 

TR_AC_2 1.0 0.860869565 90.26087 

TR_TM_1 0.0 1.0 70 

TR_TM_2 1.0 1.0 100 

TR_TM_3 1.0 0.86056338 90.23944 

TR_TM_4 0.0 0.75 52.5 

TR_TM_5 1.0 0.7375 81.625 

TR_TM_6 1.0 0.860416667 90.22917 

TR_TM_7 0.0 0.0 0 

TR_TM_8 0.0 0.0 0 

TR_TM_9 0.0 0.0 0 

TR_TM_10 1.0 0.673333333 77.13333 

TR_AA_1 1.0 0.860227273 90.21591 

TR_AA_2 1.0 0.86 90.2 

TR_DM_1 1.0 1.0 100 

TR_DM_2 1.0 0.685 77.95 

TR_DD_1 1.0 0.867045455 90.69318 

TR_DD_2 1.0 0.860416667 90.22917 

TR_DD_3 1.0 1.0 100 

TR_DD_4 0.0 0.87 60.9 

TR_EV_1 1.0 1.0 100 

TR_EV_2 1.0 0.8640625 90.48438 

TR_V_1 1.0 0.863235294 90.42647 

TR_V_2 1.0 0.35 54.5 

TR_V_3 1.0 0.35 54.5 

TR_V_4 1.0 0.35 54.5 

TR_V_5 1.0 0.35 54.5 

TR_V_6 1.0 0.35 54.5 
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Technical 
requirement 
ID 

Use case(s) 
involvement score 

Functional requirement(s) involved score 
Total score (*100) 

(0.3*UC+0.7*FR) 

TR_V_7 1.0 0.35 54.5 

TR_V_8 1.0 0.35 54.5 

TR_V_9 1.0 0.35 54.5 

TR_V_10 1.0 0.35 54.5 

TR_V_11 1.0 0.35 54.5 

TR_V_12 1.0 0.35 54.5 

TR_V_13 1.0 0.35 54.5 

TR_V_14 1.0 0.35 54.5 

TR_V_15 1.0 1.0 100 

TR_V_16 1.0 1.0 100 

TR_V_17 1.0 1.0 100 
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6. GLASS High Level Components  

6.1. GLASS Components Static View 

In this subsection, we are going to present the proposed technical architecture the GLASS 

ecosystem is going to adopt, thoroughly describing the main components and their inner 

subcomponents. The general architecture can be seen in the figure below (Figure 3): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: GLASS technical architecture. 

 



 

 

• Trusted authority/identification management. This component represents the trusted 

authority of the ecosystem, which is responsible for the onboarding registration process of 

citizens. Additionally, this authority is responsible for issuing wallet keys, as well as keeping 

multiple registries of trusted issuing authorities per aspect of the ecosystem. One example 

of such registries is a registry of the wallets which are trusted issuers of birth evidences. 

Internally, it has the following subcomponents: 

o Trusted authorities registry. The aforementioned registries allow trusted wallets 

to issue specific evidence. 

o Metadata database. The component’s database, responsible for maintaining all 

relevant information. 

• Single Sign-On Wallet as a Service (WaaS). This component represents the wallet dapp. 

More specifically, it is both the front-end of the dapp (mobile/web UI) and the 

corresponding back-end services. The wallet is the most central component that acts as a 

dapp throughout the GLASS ecosystem, because all other dapps are installed inside the 

wallet (which supports a nested dapp architecture). It is the first dapp a citizen installs in 

their devices when joining the GLASS ecosystem. Internally, the wallet has the following 

subcomponents/services: 

o eGovernance dapp. This dapp is built-in into the wallet and includes all dapps for 

managing the citizen’s evidences, at a generic e-governance level. Basic operations 

around evidence sharing are supported by this. 

o dapp market. This dapp is a marketplace and an analogy to an application market, 

in GLASS terms. All official and third-party dapps of the ecosystem which are 

provided can be found and installed through this dapp. 

o Key management. The wallet requires a key management system, which provides 

and manages multiple keys and identities per dapp, for each wallet handler. This 

gives the ability for a wallet handler to have multiple identities in a dapp, different 

identities in different dapps, while also being able to conduct anonymous 

transactions. Additionally, the key management is permissioned and nested, 

meaning any dapp requiring specific access permissions from a user to run an 

action will have to be managed through the key management of the wallet. 

o Querying API. This subcomponent allows the querying of wallets and dapps for 

specific metadata information. In order to avoid exposing sensitive information and 

correlations of data tracing back to the wallet handler, the Querying API writes the 

search result into the blockchain with an expiration key, restricting its access to 

only the requester and for a limited time at that. 

• Secure Gateway on the Fly. This component is responsible for ensuring secure and 

authorized communication between users, between components or between users and 

components. More specifically, it establishes secure HTTPS channels for communication, 

while ensuring data at transit are always encrypted. Additionally, it provides an API 

gateway, so that all back-end services can be properly protected through a powerful policy 

engine. All requests passing through the API gateway are granted access only if they are 

authorized (under the assumption the requesters are already authenticated by the wallet’s 

infrastructure). It consists of the following subcomponents: 

o Hybrid encryption service. This utility service encrypts and decrypts data using 

hybrid encryption to ensure data at transit are always kept private. 

o ABAC policies (REST/API level). This subcomponent is the powerful policy engine 

utilized by the component. It supports ABAC (Attribute-Based Access Control), 

which is one of the most flexible authorization paradigms, utilizing the PERM meta-
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model for the model representation. It is important to notice that this protection 

is oriented towards RESTful services and not the blockchain itself. 

o Policies registry. This is the registry storing all policies currently enforced in real-

time. Policies can be added, removed and edited in real-time, offering great 

flexibility in authorization management. 

o API Gateway. This component functions as a general gateway, where all back-end 

services and potential communications are defined. Requests need to go through 

the gateway, which then consults with the ABAC policies subcomponent to 

determine whether the request should go through or not. The API Gateway offers 

additional security for all these services, while also helping entities locate provided 

services of the ecosystem, by separating them by provider and other relevant 

information. 

o API Gateway registry. This is the registry storing all relevant information the API 

Gateway needs to function, separate services by provider and other criteria, etc. 

• AI Data Schema Transformer. This component provides the AI Data Schema transformation 

functionalities across the entire ecosystem. Such functionalities include translation 

between languages of specific evidences, or converting documents’ formats and field 

names between legacy services to ensure proper communication at component level. Due 

to being a utility service, it can be deployed centrally or in a decentralized fashion. It 

consists of the following subcomponents: 

o QA interface. An easy to use interactive interface with the component. 

o REST API/interface. The back-end interface with which requesters can 

communicate with the component. 

o Trained model(s). The deployed state-of-the-art deep learning models undertaking 

tasks such as translating between languages and transforming documents in 

various field formats. 

• Blockchain/DLT. The distributed backend of the entire ecosystem. While the blockchain 

technology of choice is yet to be finalized, we are exploring the suitability of Ethereum 2.0 

and Hyperledger Fabric. Due to them having some different necessary components, this 

description of the DLT will assume Hyperledger Fabric as the technology of choice. First of 

all, in order to address certain needs of GLASS, the DLT level will have three layers (which 

are channels, in Fabric terms):  

o Public. This part of the DLT is fully visible to everyone participating into the 

ecosystem. The public layer will mostly contain public metadata, public 

transactions registered into the blockchain, searchable information for 

components and dapps. 

o Private. This part of the DLT is fully private to specific sub-groups of the ecosystem. 

Such groups can be the users of specific dapps, or even subgroups of a specific 

dapp. Generally speaking, the private layer can have multiple encapsulated levels 

of privacy. Speaking in Fabric terms, each such level can be a different channel, 

allowing only the entities subscribed in a channel to receive information and 

otherwise interact with it. 

o Trusted. This part of the DLT is also fully private, but it is dedicated to a specific set 

of users, the administrators of GLASS (currently, the consortium of GLASS and the 

EU commission after the finalization of the project). The need for this special layer 

comes from enforcing access policies at the DLT level, while also having a secure 

place to manage key generation, key distribution, encryption and so on. More 

specifically, the trusted layer consists of the following subcomponents: 
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▪ Key management and storage encryption services. This set of services 

handle the key generation and distribution at the DLT level. Such keys are 

necessary to encrypt documents, provide expiration keys to users and so 

on. All encryption and decryption at the DLT level depends strongly on this 

subcomponent. 

▪ Access control (DLT level). While access control is already enforced at 

RESTful/API level, it is also paramount and useful to enforce it at a DLT level 

as well. To that end, the start of each smart contract will be managed by 

this subcomponent to ensure proper authentication and authorization of 

actors involved in each contract, before its execution. This approach 

maximizes security. 

▪ Arbiter. The arbiter is a special subcomponent at the DLT level which is 

responsible for the enforcement of the right to be forgotten. More 

specifically, it supervises the entire process once a wallet user opts for this 

action, ensures the proper deletion of all documents linked to the user and 

then notifies them about the status of the operation. 

Further on, there are a few subcomponents at the DLT level: 

• Smart contracts (running in the blockchain). These are the smart contracts 

which are deployed into the blockchain in order to be executed when called. 

They include smart contracts for general/core functionalities of GLASS, back-

end business logic of specific built-in dapps provided by the ecosystem and 

other smart contracts deployed by third-party developers (which have been 

pre-approved by the Trusted Entity). 

• Transactions Based Analytics. This subcomponent is responsible for extracting 

valuable analytics based on the transactions which take place at the DLT level. 

Examples of such analytics include bottlenecks in pipelines, most frequently 

executed smart contracts, trust reputation based on successful transactions 

etc. It should be noted that, while this subcomponent is introduced at the DLT 

level, it could also work in a centralized environment as a service. 

• Distributed Browser Service. This subcomponent is responsible for providing 

search services at the DLT level. Such services include publicly available 

documents, information extraction via public metadata, dapps existing in the 

ecosystem etc. It should be noted that, while this subcomponent is introduced 

at the DLT level, it could also work in a centralized environment as a service. 

• Collaborative privacy-aware framework. This subcomponent is responsible for 

the secure document exchange between users. More specifically, it maintains 

data ownership by executing transactions such that the requester gets the 

required information, without obtaining the actual document(s) for which they 

do not have ownership of. It should be noted that, while this subcomponent is 

introduced at the DLT level, it could also work in a centralized environment as 

a service. 

• IPFS. The file system where evidence and specific keys are being stored. The IPFS is basically 

a Distributed Hash Table with many functionalities and serves as the de facto file system of 

GLASS. Due to being a DHT, each document is hashed and, consequently, exists only once 

throughout the ecosystem, this enforcing the once-only principle. 

• Third-party dapp. While not strictly an architectural component, this describes all third-

party dapps which are going to be developed and deployed into the ecosystem. All dapps 
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developed in this fashion have tight integration requirements with the wallet, which is the 

main dapp of the ecosystem. It consists of the following subcomponents: 

o User interface. The user interface of the dapp. 

o REST API/interface. The back-end interface with which the dapp front-end 

communicates. 

o Key/identity management. The key and identity management undertakes the 

management of keys and identities throughout the dapps' universe. It is related to 

the wallet’s own key/identity management, because the wallet manages the keys 

and identities of the third-party dapp by interacting with its own key/identity 

management subcomponent. 

o Permissions management. This subcomponent is closely related to the 

key/identity management, due to having the exact same relation with the wallet’s 

own permissions management. Each dapp manages the user’s identities, keys and 

permissions, while the wallet manages all third-party dapps installed in the user’s 

wallet. This is how the wallet’s nested architecture is realised. 

o Smart contract/business logic. This is the back-end of the third-party dapp, 

containing all the business logic and smart contracts it needs to run. While 

conceptually part of a full-stack third-party dapp, this subcomponent is deployed 

directly into the blockchain. 

 

6.2. GLASS Components Dynamic View and Interactions 

In this subsection, we are going to present a few interactions between components of the proposed 

architecture, which illustrate how further interactions and workflows can be developed. More 

specifically, we are going to present the following pipelines, as these are the more representative 

in terms of components involved and functionalities covered: 

• Evidence storage to IPFS 

• User deletion (right to be forgotten) 

• Anonymous action via the wallet 

• Querying for metadata using the wallet’s Query API 

6.2.1. Evidence storage to IPFS 

When a document needs to be stored into the GLASS ecosystem there is a number of actions which 

need to take place: 

• The permissions protecting the document need to be set at the RESTful/API level and at the 

DLT level. 

• The key management and storage encryption services subcomponent will distribute a new 

key which will encrypt the document (hybrid encryption, ABE encryption or other secure 

encryption methods). 

• The encrypted document will be hashed in order to be stored into IPFS, yielding a hash 

value, the CID. 

• For additional security, the CID of the document will also be encrypted, to prevent locating 

documents when unauthorized. 

• The encrypted CID will be recorded as part of the transaction into the blockchain. 
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Figure 4: Store evidence to IPFS activity diagram. 

 

6.2.2. User deletion (right to be forgotten) 

When a user wants to be removed from the ecosystem, they invoke their right to be forgotten. This 

procedure is supervised by the Arbiter and is executed as follows: 

• The arbiter communicates with the key management and storage encryption services and 

access control (at the DLT level) subcomponents to initiate the process. 

• All encrypted CID pointers to IPFS documents related to the user are retrieved. 

• The CID pointers are decrypted to obtain the actual CID pointers. 

• All encrypted documents of the user are retrieved from IPFS through their CIDs. 

• All documents of the user are deleted, while the Arbiter checks the operation status. 

• The user is notified via the Arbiter about the operation status. 
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Figure 5: User deletion (right to be forgotten) activity diagram. 

6.2.3. Anonymous action via the wallet 

The way the wallet of GLASS is implemented offers great flexibility due to its nested dapp 

architecture. Additionally, the potential of managing multiple identities in each dapp installed in 

the wallet provides the ability for users to run actions anonymously. For the sake of this example, 

let’s assume that the user has installed a dapp in their wallet which requires them to pay for some 

specific service. The following steps take place: 

• The user navigates through the dapp they installed and finds an action that requires them 

to pay and they select that action. 

• The wallet’s key management and permission management communicates with the 

corresponding of the dapp’s to determine the identity of the user and their permissions. 

• The user needs to authorize the wallet (which will in turn authorize the dapp) to run the 

payment action. 

• The user needs to select an identity to run the payment. This gives them the ability to either 

use one of their existing identities, create a new one, or even pay anonymously. 

• Assuming they chose to pay anonymously, a new temporary identity will be generated, and 

it will be this identity recorded into the transaction as the paying party. 
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• The user authorizes the configuration in order for the payment action to run by providing 

authentication via biometrics (e.g., their fingerprint) or other secure means (e.g. 2-FA). 

 

 
Figure 6: Anonymous action via the wallet activity diagram. 

 

6.2.4. Querying for metadata using the wallet’s Query API 

A frequent interaction between actors which is foreseen, and also logical, is querying a wallet for 

specific metadata, or perhaps private information (which the owner of it is willing to temporarily 

authorize access to). GLASS takes the privacy protection of its actors seriously, and therefore, 

indirect information will be provided as a first approach, if possible. For example, instead of asking 

an actor for their criminal record, the system could answer a question like “was this entity involved 

in some criminal activity during the year 2020?”. Even in this case, however, such information can 

be considered sensitive and, therefore, the need for a secure querying API provided by the wallet 

is necessary. Let’s assume, for the sake of this example, that someone (actor 1) requested this exact 

information from an actor (actor 2). The following steps take place: 
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• Actor 1 queries actor 2 for the information. 

• Before agreeing, actor 2 will see the exact answer actor 1 will receive and therefore can 

decide whether they feel it is safe enough to share. 

• Actor 2 decides whether to authorize giving this information or not. 

• The information will be encrypted with a temporary expiration key and stored into the 

blockchain. 

• Actor 1 will receive this key and can access this sensitive information only temporarily. This 

is an extra measure to avoid exposing (semi-)sensitive information for long periods of time. 

 
Figure 7: Querying for metadata using the wallet’s Query API activity diagram. 
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7. Conclusions 

In this document, we presented our proposed methodology for extracting technical requirements 

for the GLASS solution. We thoroughly documented the list of derived requirements, explaining the 

involved roles and finer details for each requirement, so that our overall approach towards 

addressing them is clearer. To make navigation easier, we grouped the requirements into 

conceptual categories which represent components and/or aspects of the proposed solution; a 

special category of requirements, the vertical requirements, was also distinguished, because these 

represent requirements which should be met overall and not by specific components. Furthermore, 

we provided a list of non-functional requirements, which complement the technical requirements 

in terms of behavioural needs of the project. We carefully mapped the technical requirements to 

the functional requirements of D3.1 - “Cases definition & End-user Requirements Analysis”, as well 

as to architectural components and use cases. Moreover, we presented a high-level architecture 

for GLASS, presenting all the necessary components and subcomponents, as well as their 

interactions, while we also illustrated their interactions with some basic workflows which will serve 

as building blocks towards the technical implementation. Finally, it should be noted that the 

technical requirements will be incrementally updated as the project’s needs change during 

development, to always reflect the latest state. 

 


